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SANHA

SOUTH AFRICAN NATIONAL HARAAM AUTHORITY

With a kaafir guest speaker leading SANHA, the primary Carrion Halaalizer of South Africa, this
miserable shaitaani group has now also become a KUFR promoting group. Decades of
halaazing and consuming diseased, rotten carrion chickens and meat products has deracinated
every inhibition to haraam and kufr – an inhibition which is inborn in every Muslim in whose ears
the Athaan and Iqaamat were recited on the very first day of his/her infancy. It appears that this
obligation was not executed for the shaitaani personnel who have made carrion halaalizing, and
now kufr halaaizing, their mission and objective in life – and all of this RIJS to gratify the
inordinate demand of the nafs for haraam boodle. Thus bootlicking and bootlegging are their
outstanding features.

SANHA has announced that its guest speaker at its annual general meeting on 8 November
2014 will be a kaafir who wallows in najaasat hukmi and najaasat haqeeqi – kufr, janaabat, and
every type of najaasat promulgated by the Shariah. In having enlisted a non-Muslim to be its
guest speaker for addressing Muslims although not surprising, is shocking and haraam. It is not
surprising in view of the fact that only carrion devourers whose Imaan has been thoroughly
corroded and whose brains have become divinely polluted, will be attending and enjoying the
sight of the non-Muslim who will inevitably cause them to bellow with haraam laughter.

That Muslims are able to select a kaafir as their guest speaker and that Muslims are prepared
to sit as an audience to honour the kaafir with applauds and accolades, are indicative of the
abject state of moral and Imaani degradation into which they have become mired. Whilst more
than fourteen centuries ago the Sahaabah could not comprehend the meaning of the dawning
of an era when Muslims in emulation of the Yahood and Nasaara would be forcing themselves
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into even “a lizard’s hole” to bootlick their kuffaar bosses, we today understand better this
prediction of Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam).
“The
Lizard-Hole”
me
ntality and reality whose effects are bootlicking the kuffaar, honouring their advices, adopting
their norms and lapping up their top and bottom najaasat exuding from their bodily apertures,
has become an acceptable and a respectable attitude of Muslims. This despicable bootlicking
attitude is the direct consequence of years of carrion devouring.

Just imagine that the SANHA shayaateen who claim to have a ‘theological’ component – which
in reality is a rubbish component consisting of dunces and chancers posing as ‘ulama’ – unable
to get any one of its ‘theological’ clowns and coons to act as its ‘guest speaker’ to promote its
haraam carrion industry. Not a single one of SANHA’s miserable lot of ‘theological’ clowns
possesses the Islamic decency and intelligence to at least supinely proffer even a feeble word
of advice in the light of Amr Bil Ma’roof to their SANHA bosses who line their pockets (the
pockets of the clowns) with haraam boodle acquired from the carrion trade. These so-called
stupid ‘molvis’ whom SANHA manipulates for extravagating credibility for its haraam ‘halaal’
certificate industry are viler than even SANHA’s bosses who do the actual halaalizing of carrion.
These rubbish ‘molvis’ masquerading as ‘ulama’ are the worst type of treasonists who betray
and sell Islam and the Ummah down the drain of kufr, fisq and fujoor.

Rasulullah (sallallahu alayhi wasallam) said: “When a faasiq is honoured, the Arsh of Allah
shudders.” “He who honours a man of bid’ah aids in the destruction of Islam.”

Honouring even such errant and miscreant Muslims is akin to kufr. But SANHA has sunk
shamelessly into new depths of destroying Islam and the Muslim community by promoting and
honouring not only the kaafir, but the kufr religion of the kaafir. The kaafir is an ambassador for
his religion. He is not a muballigh of Islam. He holds no Islamic status. Yet SANHA deemed it
Islamic and appropriate to honour him with a Muslim audience. It matters not that the audience
will consist of stupid kuffaar bootlickers and consumers of carrion. The fact remains that it will
be a Muslim audience, and Allah Ta’ala has forbidden the bestowal of honour to a kaafir.

About zina “dates all you need is four pieces of asparagus swallowed down with a tot of rum” ....
“But where did it start? The night Jesus was born of course...” Statements of this nature and
quips to entertain and cause haraam laughter castigated by the Qur’aan Majeed, are the
ingredients in whatever lecture the non-Muslim will be giving. In brief, it is not permissible to
have a non-Muslim guest speaker for an event which SANHA believes to be ‘Islamic’, albeit
satanic in reality since the objective is the promotion of CARRION. It is haraam for Muslims to
attend such a gathering.
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Many concerned and irate Muslims have written in condemnation of SANHA’s shaitaani AGM.
One irate Brother from Gauteng wrote:

“Attached is the Sanha Agm poster put up at various Masaajids.

Please note that the guest speaker is a non Muslim scientist and the keynote speaker is a new
kid on the block Ml Taahir Saloo,a young and inexperienced Molvi.

This shows that the other Ulama are pulling away from from the carrion Halaalalizer.

Please see link on Dr Aubrey Parsons

http://www.ujalumni.co.za/misc/career-night-session-1-with-dr-aubrey-parsons/

Also note the Nurul islam hall has now become an 'auditorium' with special seating for the
females.

The moment we leave our akaabirs tareeqah then this is how it ends up,with ridiculous posters
like these promoting non Muslim speakers and flowery duping wording.

ALLAH Ta'ala protect us and keep us steadfast.

Requesting Duas.
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Was-salaam

Muhammad (End of letter)

Indeed, we should supplicate to Allah Ta’ala to protect the Ummah from shayaateen in human
form such as the SANHA shayaateen. While in terms of Rasulullah’s predictions, things will not
be getting better, on the contrary, the rot and moral degeneration, the fisq, fujoor and kufr will
become lamentable incrementals, we should continue making dua and wherever possible fulfil
the obligation of Amr Bil Ma’roof Nahy Anil Munkar to avoid being sucked into the vortex of
Allah’s universal Athaab when it ultimately strikes.

9 Muharram 1436 – 3 November 2014
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